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Characteristics of stars that affect habitability

•  Luminosity - energy budget of a planet at a given distance from star

•  Concentrate on Earth-like planets, traditional definition of habitable zone

•  Ignoring effects from atmospheric greenhouse etc. determines the surface temperature 
of a planet and the potential for the existence of liquid water.

•  Temperature

•  affects stellar spectrum and amount of ionizing radiation

•  Life span

•  Temporal changes

•  Activity



Characteristics of stars that determine all of the above

•  Mass

•  Composition

•  Angular momentum
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•  Preliminary analysis of published abundances for 13 elements from AAT planet search

•  Ratios of elements as a function of total heavy element abundance

•  Sun is moderately high in Al, low in O, C, Na, Si

•  Intrinsic spread of abundance ratios for elements lighter than Si variable but of order factor of 2

•  Outliers with very peculiar abundances

Abundance Variations in Nearby Stars



•  TYCHO stellar evolution code with custom compositions and opacity tables

•  Vary element of interest, remainder of composition constant

•  1 M⊙ stars with more on the way

Stellar Modeling 



•  Individual elements besides Fe, esp. O, are important

•  Most important effects from opacity

•  lower abundances relative to Fe - shorter lifetimes; hotter, bluer stars
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•  Individual elements besides Fe, esp. O, are important

•  Most important effects from opacity

•  Higher abundances relative to Fe - longer lifetimes; cooler, redder stars
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•  360K (6%) temperature difference for O extremes

•  Stellar UV A&B flux 350W/(cm2 sr) to 159 over T range at max stellar T (solar is 198)
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• Atmospheres: even simple ones are complicated

• Habitable zone calculations using Kopparapu, 
Selsis, Kasting

The Habitable Zone



•  Observed range of O abundance in planet searches

•  Full range

•  Moderate range from solar analog studies (Melendez et al.)

•  Moderate atmospheric greenhouse and cloud albedo (Kasting, Selsis)
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•  Observed range of O abundance in planet searches

•  Full range

•  Moderate range from solar analog studies (Melendez et al.)

•  Moderate atmospheric greenhouse and cloud albedo (Kasting, Selsis)

•  Currently working with planetary atmosphere and atmospheric chemistry modelers for 
more sophisticated habitability predictions (Deutches Zentrum für Luft- und Rahmfahrt)

Habitable Zone Variations



•  New abundance determination from Magellan MIKE spectra

•  New stellar models with custom abundances and opacity tables compared to interferometric radius 

•  5 planet candidates

•  Spectral Type: G8.5V

•  Distance: 3.65 pc

•  Stellar Mass:  0.784 M⊙

•  Radius: 0.772-0.814 R⊙

•  Luminosity: 0.52±0.03 L⊙

•  log(g)= 4.44

•  Temperature: 5400 K

•  [Fe/H] = -0.43±0.07

•  Age 6.34-1.86+3.4 Gy

Tau Ceti: a case study
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Element [X/H] ±

C -1.00 0.186

O -0.55 0.078

Na -0.25 0.064

Mg 0.16 0.007

Al -0.06 0.007

Si -0.31 0.045

S -0.53 0.120

Ca 0.04 0.098

Sc -0.32 0.090

TiI 0.16 0.069

TiII -0.25 0.085

V 0.15 0.046

Cr -0.34 0.217

Mn -0.28 0.200

Co -0.20 0.045

Ni -0.21 0.126

Cu -0.21 0.147

Zn -0.88

Y -0.24 0.291

Mo -0.18

Ba -0.49 0.057
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•  Planetary consequences of 
stellar abundances?

•  Tau Ceti Mg/Si ~ 2x solar

•  Earth’s Mg/Si ~ 1.5x solar

•  Tau Ceti’s planets?

•  See Dan Shim’s talk



•  Habitable zone boundaries from Kopparapu et 
al. 2012

•  New stellar models with custom abundances 
and opacity tables compared to interferometric 

•  Planet d has up to 2.6Gy of habitability left

•  Planet e may have been habitable for up to 1Gy

•  Continuously habitable zone 0 - 0.25AU wide 
(0.85 to 1.1 AU at max)

•  4Gy habitable zones from 0.5 - 1.55AU, best 

•  d may be in a 4Gy habitable window. 

•  e could be habitable for >7 Gy late in Tau Ceti’s 
evolution



Conclusions

•  Composition is the 2nd most important determinant of stellar evolution - not a surprise

•  Variable elemental ratios of the order seen in nearby stars have substantial effects on stellar 
evolution

•  Effects on stars can change habitable lifetimes by billions of years even before dramatically 
different planetary and atmospheric properties taken into account

•  Uncertainties in stellar parameters matter, so do details like composition

•  Understanding the habitability of exoplanets requires integration of astrophysical models and 
observations, the processes of planetary assembly and partitioning of elements in 
protoplanetary nebulae, planetary atmospheres, and geophysics and geochemistry. 
Communication is key.


